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Propositional attitudes in written and spoken language

Judy S. Reilly, Elissheva Baruch, Harriet Jisa and Ruth A. Berman
Université de Poitiers (Reilly) / San Diego State University (Reilly) / Tel Aviv University (Baruch, Berman) / Université Lyon 2 (Jisa)

This study considers the use of modal expressions (auxiliaries like should, can), semi-modals (e.g. have to, be likely to), and adverbials and complement-taking expressions (maybe, it is possible that) to convey the attitudes and feelings of speaker/writers about the events they describe and the ideas they express. The topic of “propositional attitudes” thus overlaps with the domains of linguistic analysis known as “mood and modality.” This paper considers selected facets of linguistic modality in developmental and cross-linguistic perspective.

1. Introduction

The notion of modality (cf. Palmer 1986) typically applies to modulation of the basic referential content of a proposition, in order to express an attitude towards the desirability, necessity, possibility, or likelihood that a particular state of affairs will obtain. In the introduction to their collection on this general topic, Bybee & Fleischman (1995:2) define modality as the semantic domain pertaining to elements that languages use to express the addition of a supplement or overlay of meaning to the most neutral semantic value of the proposition of an utterance, namely factual and declarative. [As such] it covers a broad range of semantic nuances — jussive, desiderative, indicative, hypothetical, potential, obligatory, dubitative, hortative, exclamatory etc.

All these notions have in common the fact that they serve for “expression of the subjective attitudes of the speaker in relation to a situation” (Aksu-Koç 1988:14).
Linguists and philosophers have proposed a range of different, overlapping, and sometimes contradictory categories in characterizing linguistic modality. Thus Jespersen (1924:313) deals with mood as a “syntactic, not a notional category,” expressing “certain attitudes of mind of the speaker towards the contents of the sentence.” He divides these into two main subclasses — those which contain “an element of will” (e.g. compulsory, Hortative, and jussive), and those which do not (e.g. assertive, presumptive, and dubitative). This is consistent with the subcategorizations proposed in the philosophical tradition, as in the distinction which von Wright 1951 made among aethestic modes of truth, epistemic modes of knowing, deontic modes of obligation, and existential modes of existence. To these can be added the category of boulovomai or volitive modality, expressing volition, intention, or desirability (Palmer 1986:12, 116–21).

As noted by Lyons (1977:787–849), logicians have been primarily concerned with aethestic modality, concerning the necessary or contingent truth of propositions. In contrast, linguists from various perspectives focus on the contrast between epistemic and deontic modality. In general terms, epistemic modality concerns the level of knowledge or degree of belief about the certainty or possibility of a given state of affairs, while deontic modality concerns the obligation or necessity that a certain state of affairs will obtain. For example, Chung & Timberlake (1985:242, 246) say that “the epistemic mode characterizes the actuality of an event in terms of alternative possible situations, or worlds”, while “the deontic mode characterizes an event as non-actual by virtue of the fact that is imposed on a given situation.”

Texts on interpersonal conflict (the thematic domain of our study) appeared to us to provide an excellent context for examining the expression of such propositional attitudes.” This is illustrated by the following expository text, quoted in its entirety — written by a woman majoring in the humanities, studying in graduate school at a California university. Linguistic forms expressing propositional attitudes are printed in italics, and the semantic type of modality is indicated in curly brackets. Identification of subject and texts is given in square brackets at the end.1

(1) Conflict is a matter that I believe [belief] needs to be handled [necessity/obligatoriness] in a case-by-case manner. The manner in which people decide to [intention] handle conflict needs to be [necessity/oblig] thoughtfully considered, as the person or people with whom the conflict is with [sic] and the reasons for the conflict will warrant [desirability] a different approach for different instances. Sometimes

conflict will need to be [necessity/oblig] addressed directly since it can harm [possibility] an individual's well-being. It may cause [possibility] damage emotionally and/or physically. In this case I believe [belief] that the problem must be [necessity] addressed. In other cases I believe [belief] that it may be worked out [possibility] within oneself. In this case I only advise it [desirability], if addressing [condition] the conflict will cause [likelihood/prediction] additional problems and [prediction+gap] worsen the situation. Along these lines, addressing some conflicts may put [possibility] an individual in danger and should simply be handled [advisability] by shrugging it off and/or walking away.

In any case, I feel [affect/belief] that people involved in a conflict need to [necessity/oblig] consider thoughtfully [thinking] the reason for the conflict, how it is affecting them, how it affects the other person or people involved, and how the conflict may best be handled [possibility+preference]. Importantly [evaluation] I feel [affect/belief] that it is a valuable exercise [evaluation/advisability] to not only consider one's own feelings about the problem at hand, but to try very hard [intention] to put oneself in the shoes of the other. This could help [possibility] to make for a more pleasant confrontation or resolution, and it could facilitate [possibility] a decision about how to approach the situation in the first place.

In sum, conflict must be resolved [necessity] whether directly or indirectly, and these resolutions differ on an incident-by-incident basis. [Ea04|eewa]

Nearly every one of the 37 clauses in this text expresses some kind of modification of, or propositional attitude towards, the neutral referential content of the statements it contains. The entire text relates to possible states of affairs, the contingencies surrounding them, the consequences that they might incur, and the author’s thoughts and feelings about the decisions or actions that should be taken with respect to these possible states of affairs.

A range of different propositional attitudes also find expression in the following expository text written by a Hebrew-speaking high-school girl (in 5 out of 21 clauses).

(2) ani zohevet she-biqgal she-ananenu xayim bi-medina. she-loh loh musfredet mi-dat, kayemet gizanut be-sherfa.

'I think that because we live in a country [state] which is not separated from religion, racism exists very widely'.
texts which both describe personal experience with events and discuss issues of interpersonal conflict. In fact, the idea of analysing propositional attitudes emerged as of interest for our study as a result of two independent observations reached by researchers working in different languages. In inter-genre perspective, expressions of modality were far more frequent in the expository than in the narrative texts, across Age and Language. In developmental terms, the expository texts of the youngest group appeared to present highly prescriptive and judgemental attitudes to the issue of interpersonal conflict (§4 below), as opposed to adults, who discuss them in terms of contingencies and possible outcomes.

2. Predictions

Against this background, we made the following predictions.

2.1 Obligations and prohibitions

We predicted that younger children, of grade-school age (9–10 years), would make reference mainly to obligations/prohibitions; i.e., they would favor the deontic dimension of modality, reflecting prescriptively judgemental attitudes toward interpersonal conflict. Older speaker/writers, from high-school age and more markedly in adulthood, would include contingencies or likely states of affairs perceived as possible causes or consequences of interpersonal conflict, and they would express mainly epistemic attitudes that reflect a more abstract or objective view of the topic.

2.2 Inter-genre differentiation

We predicted that inter-genre differentiation would be manifested from the youngest age group, with subjects using more modal expressions in expository than in narrative texts. It was expected that this distinction would be less extreme with age, reflecting a move "from dichotomy to divergence", as discussed by Berman & Verhoeven 2002 (§4.1).

2.3 Subject reference

It was predicted that these inter-genre differences would also be reflected in the type of Subject Reference associated with modalized propositional attitudes.
It was predicted that agent-oriented subjects with specific reference would occur mainly in narrative texts, reflecting inter-genre differences from the youngest age-group, across the sample. However, it was expected that there would be development in the type of non-agent-oriented subjects occurring in the expository texts: Younger children would use mainly generic and occasionally impersonal reference in expressing propositional attitudes; older subjects, especially the adults, would relate their propositional attitudes to more abstract and propositional subjects, reflecting a more cognitive or “topic-focused” approach, rather than a socio-culturally conditioned approach, to issues of interpersonal conflict.

2.4 Form vs. function

It was predicted that, with age, a considerable expansion would occur in the encoding of relations between (linguistic) form and (discourse) function — in both directions. Older subjects would express a broader range of propositional attitudes, and they would use a larger repertoire of forms, including increased lexical diversity and a variety of morpho-syntactic constructions. This broadening would reflect not only increased reliance on advanced vocabulary and higher register usages, but also a multi-dimensional perspective on the issues.

2.5 Expression of modality

In cross-linguistic terms, it was predicted that children would, from the beginning, avail themselves of the lexical forms and morphosyntactic constructions favored for expression of the relevant propositional attitudes in their language. English speaker/writers would rely mainly on verb-associated modal auxiliaries like should, can; speakers of French, and especially of Hebrew (as well as Spanish), would use more mixed constructions, e.g. both impersonals and modalities, like should or peut, pouvoir.

2.6 Developmental patterns

Since expression of propositional attitudes is closely dependent on factors of general social cognitive development, we expected to find similar developmental patterns across the four languages in the sample. However, the special status of modal auxiliaries in English, as a grammaticized subset of morphosyntactic operators, might make them more accessible and hence more widely used than in the three other languages.

3. Scope of analysis

Propositional attitudes were examined in the expository and narrative texts written in three languages — English, French, and Hebrew — supplemented by examples from Spanish data. Texts were analysed for 20 subjects in each of three age groups: grade-schoolers (G), high-school students (H), and adult university students (A), yielding a total of 60 texts in each of three languages. Detailed analysis was confined to expression of two broad dimensions of modality (§3.1), analyzed in relation to referential scope and to the type of subject nominal with which they were associated (§3.2).

3.1 Dimensions of modality

We selected for analysis propositional attitudes that could be ranged along two broad dimensions, one more clearly deontic and the second more clearly epistemic:

(3) Dimensions of semantic analysis:

Deontic: Obligation/Necessity + Prohibition/Permission
Epistemic: (Im)possibility/(In)ability + (Im)probability

The reason for this deliberate restriction in the scope of our analysis was in part practical: in order to limit the range of variables, given the complexity of a study with Age, Genre, and Language as its independent variables. In terms of coding procedures, it was often difficult to decide whether a given usage should be interpreted as expressing a propositional attitude, or merely as serving a general discourse-marking or segmentational function, e.g. in clauses with “cognitive” verbs like I think, I believe, or French je trouve, je pense. Moreover, across the four languages we considered, we found that these two broad dimensions account for a considerable proportion of all expressions of Modality in our sample.

In principle, the two dimensions are highly distinct, and the subcategories in each can be identified as expressing either deontic or epistemic attitudes. Moreover, prototypical forms of expressing these two dimensions (English should, can and their equivalents (French il faut, pouvoir; Spanish tener que / deber and poder; and Hebrew tsarix, efshar) emerge early in both first and
second language acquisition (Giacalone Ramat 1995); so they are well established in our youngest age group. In fact, Silva-Corvalán (1995:67) assigns poder and deber a special status in Spanish, pointing out that, syntactically, these two verbs (along with osar ‘dare’ and soler ‘do customarily’, neither of which is relevant to the present study) differ from other verbs like querer ‘want’ and saber ‘know’ which are sometimes also treated as “modal verbs”, in that “they share the requirement to occur exclusively in construction with an equivalent subject … [and] semantically, poder and deber stand apart as the only modals that can make a statement … about the possibility of [the proposition] p.”

Both our sets of terms are polysemous, and may express either deontic or epistemic attitudes. For example, English should ranges from mild advisability to strong necessity; can and may, along with their equivalents in the other languages, express both permission and possibility (Silva-Corvalán 1995). As illustrated in our endnote 4 (by examples with French devoir), the same terms may serve to express both deontic and epistemic types of modality — so that must, like devoir, can express either obligation, or an inference about the truth of a state of affairs. A further argument favoring restriction to these two broad dimensions is that each one has a rich range of forms that can be used to express the same general modulation of meaning. For example, for expressing obligation or necessity, English can use the modals and semi-modals should, must, have to, need to, ought to; French has falloir, devoir, être obligé; and Hebrew has tsarix, xayyav, mwxavx. Finally, in cross-linguistic terms, the languages considered differ in the syntactic constructions which they favor for expressing these dimensions of modality. English relies very largely on the special morphosyntactic system of modals, as a highly grammaticized, closed class of auxiliaries; but French is more mixed, in that it uses the impersonal il faut as a favored device for expressing obligation, as compared with the subject-directed modal verb pouvoir for possibility. Spanish too has not only impersonal expressions of obligation like hay que, but also the modal verbs deber (or tener que) and poder. Hebrew tends to rely very largely on impersonal constructions with tsarix ‘must, have to’, asur ‘be prohibited, not be allowed’, and efshar ‘be possible’ followed by infinitival or ‘that’ clauses.

As a result of our focus on two specific dimensions of modality, we excluded from consideration the following dimensions, all of which can in some sense be said to express “propositional attitudes”:

a. State of knowledge, belief, and degree of certainty, expressed by mental state verbs (think, know, believe); speech act verbs (claim, deny, insist);

b. Intentionality or Planning (try, decide, mean, hope, expect).

c. Volitional (or Volitive) modalities (want, wish, prefer, be better, be preferable).

d. Affective attitudes (like, be fond of, dislike, hate, despise).

e. Evaluative attitudes (it’s not good, difficult, c’est bête).

We also excluded all expressions of what is traditionally treated under the heading of mood—specifically imperative, conditional, and subjunctive clauses. We disregard these expressions of different kinds of irrealis contingencies, regardless of whether they are grammatically marked by specific verb inflection, as in French or Spanish, or merely by use of tense/aspect forms that serve other functions as well, as in English and Hebrew.

3.2 Referential scope: Classes of subject nominals

One means of distinguishing the intended meaning of a modal expression is to consider the subject nominal with which it is associated. The second facet of our analysis thus concerns the question of to whom, or to what, the propositional attitude refers — or, in syntactic terms, the grammatical subject construction with which a given modal expression occurs. Compare, for example, these two occurrences of could:

(4) a. She [=the bride] said my boyfriend could come for dessert and dancing. [Ea04f1nw]

b. If people with a conflict or problem would try and consider the other person’s point of view, perspective, and reason for being at the opposite side of the problem as them, then maybe a resolution to the problem could be easily reached. [Ea07m4ew]

In 4a, the modal could has the sense of permission and is predicated of a specific person (the narrator’s boyfriend) who was being allowed by another specific person (the bride) to attend her wedding. This is a typical example of what is sometimes called “root” modality — often, though not necessarily, identified with what we have termed “deontic” modality (Coates 1995), and in other cases “subject-oriented” (Palmer 1985:103). Following Heine 1995, we adopt the term “Agent-oriented”, by which the modal refers to a specific entity (e.g. my boyfriend), and that entity is potentially an agent — in this case, of the act of coming for dessert and dancing. It is no coincidence, as we hope to show
our analysis, that this use of the modal could occurs in the narrative text of woman telling about the conflict involving herself, a friend who was getting arried, and the narrator’s boyfriend. In contrast, as used in the expository text, the same modal could expresses possibility, predicated of the abstract minimal a resolution to the problem — which, moreover, has the thematic role of patient, since the modal is embedded in a passive construction. Example 4a could be paraphrased as She allowed my boyfriend (= gave my boyfriend permission) to come, while 4b is paraphrasable as having a generic referent, People/We/One could reach a solution; or it could be couched in impersonal terms, would be possible to reach a solution. Similar contrasts are revealed by the following comparison:

(5) a. I should clarify that I interpret conflict to be a negative term. [Ea02mwa]
   b. Addressing some conflicts may put an individual in danger and should simply be handled by shrugging it off and/or walking away. [Ea04fewa]

gain in 5a, the “agent-oriented, specific reference” of the modal should occurs in the context of a narrative text; the man producing it is making a “sidestep” etacognitive comment concerning how he, the writer, interprets the topic of the text he is in the process of writing — referring to himself in first person. Here should has the sense of obligation; the writer feels that it is incumbent upon him to clarify his attitude to the topic at hand. In 5b, the modal should expresses obligation, necessity, or desirability; so, in principle, it lies on the iconic side of the modality scale. But in contrast to 5a, it has an abstract, minimized patient subject in a passive construction: Addressing some conflicts should be handled by … As in 4b, this could be paraphrased either by generic reference to a non-specific universe of humans, People/We should simply handle a problem by …, or by an impersonal construction, It is necessary to handle me conflicts by …

As a further instance of the interaction between the use and interpretation of modal predicates and their associated nominal subjects, consider the different uses of let and allow in the following.

(6) a. Now I do not let anyone use those terms, but I tend to solve problems verbally as opposed to physically. [Eh12mwa]
   b. I don’t believe the experience was anything more than his rage and my unwillingness to let it affect all of the people around him. [Eh05faw]
   c. Some solutions on how to avoid these conflicts would be to express your views in a non-aggressive manner and not allow your ignorance to get in the way of seeing the other person’s side. By confronting the person non-aggressively, you are allowing yourself to stay calm and clearheaded. [Eh13few]
   d. Language … not only allows us to preserve knowledge, but it allows us through commonly understood symbols to reduce unnecessary conflict. [Ea0mnw]

Examples 6a–b are the concluding lines (in fact, the codas) to narratives written by an English-speaking high-school boy and girl, respectively. In 6a, the verb let is used with the basic sense of allow, permit, give permission to (corresponding to French laisser, permettre; Spanish dejar, permitir; Hebrew latet lit. ‘to give’, leharshot). Relatedly, it is agent-oriented, and it makes specific reference to the narrator/protagonist as surface subject, writing his story in the 1st person. In 6b, although the same verb occurs with an abstract derived nominal unwillingness as subject, it can still be interpreted as having specific reference to the 1st person narrator, and can be paraphrased as I was not willing to allow it to affect the people around him. In contrast, the possessive pronoun in 6c, unlike my in 6b, does not refer to deictic you as a specific addressee; rather, it expresses generic 2nd person, in the sense of You (= one) should not allow ignorance to …

The combination of a generic subject with an abstract derived nominal as object yields an interpretation not of permission, but of enablement: You should not make it possible for ignorance to get in the way … This sense is even more marked in the adult’s use of allow in the expository text of 6d: Here no paraphrase is possible with permit; rather, this man is saying that language makes it possible for us to … preserve knowledge, and it also enables us to reduce conflict.

Examples 4–6 demonstrate that interpretation of a modal expression — and deciding whether it in fact expresses a propositional attitude — depend critically on the subject of the clause in which it occurs. Accordingly, as part of our analysis, we examined the distribution of grammatical subjects in clauses expressing the dimensions of modality that we analysed. This yielded a scale of five classes of subjects, ranked from the most agent-oriented and specific (often in narratives, although not necessarily deictic) to the most abstract and propositional:

(7) Classes of subjects occurring with modal predicates
   [AG] Agent-oriented, specific reference: e.g. I, my girlfriend, his teacher
   [GN] Generic: GN = Refer to a general class of nouns (people, kids, teachers);
   GNP = Generic pronoun (one, we, you)
   [IM] Impersonal: Expletive it, there; French il, Spanish, Hebrew Ø
   [AB] Abstract: conflict, issues, resolution of problems, quarrels
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3.3 Forms: Lexico-grammatical encodings

We considered four classes of linguistic forms as possible means of encoding the functional dimensions in question:

a. **Modal auxiliaries**: Modal or semi-modal terms that are obligatorily preverbal. In English, modals occur in morphologically defective paradigms and are followed by a base form of the verb (e.g. can, must, should), while the semantically corresponding semi-modals are followed by the infinitive (e.g. be able to, have to, ought to). A few of these terms are grammatically mixed in this respect, with variation between dialects of English, e.g. need, ought.

b. **Modal predicates/operators**: Terms which include (i) verbs expressing modality that are followed by a same-subject infinitival complement in SVO constructions (e.g. English need to; French devoir, pouvoir; Spanish poder, deber; Hebrew tsarix, yaxol); and (ii) expressions that occur in impersonal constructions, and are followed by a complement clause on which the modality is predicated, e.g., French il faut, Spanish hay que, Hebrew efshar ‘it is possible’.

c. **Predicating adjectives**: Terms such as possible, likely, necessary and their counterparts in other languages — used in their predicative, not their attributive function, e.g. it is possible to/that..., but not a possible/likely candidate.

d. **Adverbials**: Expressions that modify the proposition with respect to the relevant dimensions of modality, e.g., perhaps, possibly, necessarily, probably.

Where a marker of modality governs several (typically non-finite) clauses, each successive clause in the “stacking” is counted, but it is marked as “+GAP”. Propositions that contain two or more expressions of modality are coded as “double-marked”:

8. a. **People can get hurt being lazy.** Maybe they can help out more. [Eg19ew]

b. **An open mind and a desire to think the situation through rationally might possibly have prevented the confrontation from occurring in the first place.** [Eh18mew]

c. **Il faudrait peut être en parler moins et [GAP] faire plus.** [Fh03mew]

We disregard English will, would when they are used to express Future Tense rather than Modality, or in the consequence clause to a conditional. That is, we treat these grammatical “modals” on a par with the inflected forms of the future tense in the three other languages. This decision was also applied to Hebrew — even though in this language, because of its impoverished system for grammatical marking of aspect and mood (especially compared with the other languages in this sample), future forms are used for a range of irreals functions, including conditional, subjunctive, and hortative (Berman & Neeman 1994). We have also disregarded, as noted, the use of the imperative mood for expressing injunctions and prohibitions, even though these notions interact intimately with the propositional attitudes under study here. In English, these take the base form of the verb (preceded by do not or don’t in the negative), as in the following example from a grade-schooler:

9. **If you have a problem, go to a parent a teacher or another person you know. If something is wrong, do not get in a fight, tell a grown-up.** [Eg09mew]

Across the English texts, even among the younger children, there were very few examples of such imperatives, occurring here in the consequent clause to a conditional. In contrast, the Spanish and Hebrew samples — particularly, but not only, among the grade-school children — make wider use of infinitives to express injunctions and prohibitions, in something akin to imperative mood (even though both these languages have grammatically inflected imperative forms, unlike English):

10. a. **Como por ejemplo no echar papeles al suelo, no discutir entre ellos, y por supuesto no pelearse por nada, y no matar a nadie y no charlar, y**
estudiar mucho y atender a los profesores... y todos aprendían qué era la amistad... y ayudarse y pensar bien de sus compañeros. 'Like for example not to throw [= don't throw / you shouldn't throw] papers on the floor, not to argue among yourselves, and of course not to fight with one another for anything (at all), and not to bother anybody and not to gossip, and to study hard and to listen to the teachers... and everyone will learn what friendship is... and to help one another and to think well of your classmates.' [Pg04few]

b. La película va sobre el comportamiento en el colegio de los niños, de no hacer chuleta, no pelearse entre ellos, no tirar el teléfono, ni romperlo, no poner los cuernos en una foto, devolver el dinero a la profesora. 'The film is about the behavior in a school for kids, to not have fights, not to quarrel with one another, not to pull the telephone, not to break it, not to make horns in a photo, to return the money to the teacher.' [Pg16mew]

Similar chainings of infinitives are used to encode injunctions and prohibitions in the Hebrew texts written by two 9-year-old girls:

(11) a. she-asur la-morim hitšok al yeladim, asur la-morim leharbitis la-yeladim. loh latet le-yeladim leha'atik mixvan le mixvan, lehitvak'at el kulam, ve loh rak le-kama yeladim ve le-kama loh.

'That is forbidden to-teachers to-shout at kids, (is) forbidden to-teachers to-hit kids. Not to-let kids to-copy from one test to another, to relate to everyone, and not only to some kids and to some not.' [Hlg1few]

b. ma tusrix la'asot kedey loh lehagia le-makot ve-khalot: loh leha'atik, loh lginov mishalevu shel mishalevu axer ve dvaram kaile.

'What must to-do [=what should one do] in-order not to-get to beatings and curses: Not to copy, not to steal something from somebody else and things like that.' [Hlg2few]

These "bare infinitives" — i.e. infinitives used alone in a clause, with no preceding, tense-marked modal operator of some kind — express propositional attitudes that are closely akin to the topic of this paper. However, in order to facilitate cross-linguistic comparisons, we decided to confine analysis to clauses which contain overt lexical marking of such attitudes (e.g. asur 'forbidden' in 11a, and tusrix 'must' in 11b) — except, as noted, in cases of syntactic gapping.

4. Data analysis and interpretation

As noted above, the original motivation for studying propositional attitudes in our sample was the observation that the youngest group of children, when asked to give a talk and write an essay discussing the topic of "problems between people", tended to express highly judgemental and prescriptive attitudes to the theme of interpersonal conflict. As shown by Tolchinsky et al. 2002, grade-schoolers tended to interpret the topic in thematic terms closely related to the contents of the video they were shown at the outset. Across different languages, children in this Age group appeared quite similar to each other (and distinct from the older age groups) in the moralizing tone they adopt. The fact that this is not an idiosyncratic, individual phenomenon is shown in the following expository texts written by four different English-speaking grade-school children. Each text represents a different order of task presentation; thus 12a, the written exposition, was the first of four texts produced, 12b was the second, 12c the third, and 12d the fourth.

(12) a. I do not think fighting is good. You do not make friends that way. If you do not fight, you can have many many friends. But when you fight, you can hurt the person's feelings you are fighting with. You should always be nice and respectful to other people, and if you are not nice, you will end up not having any friends. That is why you should not fight. [E16few]

b. Some things you should not do are cheat and do drugs. If you cheat, you will get in trouble, you will also not learn anything. The reason you should not do drugs is because they can kill you. They will also make you dumb. [Eg12few]

c. If you have a problem, go to a parent or a teacher or another person you know. If something is wrong, do not get in a fight. Tell a grownup. [Eg09mew]

d. If you see someone in a conflict, then you should not get into them. You should tell an adult and use that as a lesson to not get into conflicts like those. You should also never get into conflicts yourself. If you were to find money that you know whose it is, then you should give it to them and not keep it, otherwise you will feel guilty and get yourself into a conflict. [Eg01few]

These texts are not peculiar to English-speaking Californian 4th-graders. The same general attitudes are expressed by children from France, Spain, and Israel:
(13) a. C'est bête de se battre pour une chose ou pour une autre. Le plus intelligent c'est celui qui arrête le premier. Quand on se fait racketter, c'est une exception. Il faut s'éloigner le plus possible de la personne. Quand on refuse la paix, c'est qu'on a envie de se battre. Les bagarres peuvent commencer à partir de très peu. Il faut toujours et toujours pardonner. [Fg01mew = the 4th of 4 texts]

'It's stupid to fight for one thing or another. The smartest is the one that stops first. When someone gets extorted, that's an exception. It is necessary [= one should] keep as far from that person as possible. When someone refuses to make peace, it's because they want to fight. Quarrels can start from very little. It is necessary [= one should] always always forgive.' [Fg01mew = the 4th of 4 texts]

b. No es bien lo que hay en el video porque hay muchos niños que se fijan de los demás y tienen que mejorar su actitud porque está mal insultar a la gente que no te ha hecho nada, no te ha pegado [Pgo7lew]

'It's not good what is in the video because there are lots of kids that notice others and must that [they should] improve their attitude because it is bad to insult people that haven't done anything to you, that haven't hit you.' [Pgo7lew]

c. Left da'ati alimut ze ha-davar hasi nor'a she-yeshe, she-ravim kol hazman, ve she-marbitim ve tso'a'kin ve xadome. Kol yam rosim be-beyt hasifer boyat she-marbitim ve mekalelim ve kol miney dvarim she-left da'ati xayavim lehipasek. Im anaxnu rosim xayim tovim yoter, anaxnu xayavim lehafstik et ha-alimut hazot binhe ra...

'In my opinion violence is the worst thing there is, that (people) fight all the time, and hit and yell and so on. Every day (you) see at school problems that (kids) hit and curse and all kinds of things that in my opinion must stop. If we want a better life, we have to stop this violence right away...’ [Hgl3few]

These texts illustrate a shared, quite general discourse stance; this term, as discussed by Berman et al. 2002, refers to “the speaker/writer's general attitude towards the topic under discussion”. Examples 12–13 rely on a range of linguistic forms of expression; but the propositional attitudes which they encode tend, all together, to give voice to a similarly prescriptive and judgemental perspective on the over-all topic of interpersonal conflict. Within this broad frame of an over-all discourse stance, the analyses which follow focus on two major classes of propositional attitudes, as expressed in the expository and narrative texts written in English, French, and Hebrew. (Note is made where these are supplemented by findings from Spanish-language texts.) Texts were analysed for 20 subjects in each of three Age groups: grade-schoolers, high-school students, and adult university students, yielding a total of 60 texts in each of three languages. The variables considered are Genre (expository vs. narrative, §4.1), Age (§4.2), Language (§4.3); each of these is then reviewed with respect to referential scope of the propositional attitudes that were identified (§4.4).

4.1 Comparisons by Genre: Exposition vs. narrative

Expression of propositional attitudes, as defined and analysed in the present context, proved to be a criterial indicator of inter-Gene distinctions. Across Age and Language, expression of propositional attitudes was confined largely to the expository texts. The narratives included very few examples of modal expressions, calculated as proportion of clauses which contained at least one lexical encoding of the relevant modalities. As shown in Figure 1, these ranged from an average of some 3% of all clauses, in the narratives written by English-, French-, and Hebrew-speaking school-children (with the same low range from 1% to 4.5% in both the grade-school and high-school populations) to 7.5% of the adults (from 5.7% to 9.4% in the three languages). The main development evident in this respect was the number of subjects who used at least one such expression in their narratives, from a very low average of 3 out of 20 subjects at grade school, to 9 out of 20 at high school, and to 16 out of 20 among adults.

![Figure 1. Clauses containing modal expressions](image-url)
In contrast, the vast majority of subjects (85% across the three age-groups) used such expressions at least once in their expository texts (an average of 16 out of 20 grade-school and high-school students, and 18 out of 20 adults across the three languages). The contrast between the two genres in this respect is even more marked when one considers the amount of lexical expression of modality as a proportion of total clauses in the expository texts. Averaging across the three languages, this comes to nearly 20% of all clauses in the expository texts: 18% in grade school, 17% in high school, and 17.6% among adults. Not only are these figures much higher than for narratives, but there is little development in relative amount of propositional attitudes expressed across the three age-groups. However, there are marked qualitative differences in type of attitudes (§4.2), and there is also some quantitative cross-linguistic variation (§4.3).

We interpret this as deriving from the quite general finding for inter-genre distinctions which is reported from different perspectives elsewhere in this collection (Jisa et al. 2002, Ragnarsson et al. 2002, Ravid et al. 2002, Tolchinsky et al. 2002). This phenomenon is clearly illustrated by comparison of the narrative texts in 14a–d, which were written by the same four grade-school children that wrote the expository texts presented in 12a–d above.

(14) a. Once I had a problem with a boy named Dylan. It was my sister’s turn with the computer and he would not let go of the mouse. And we just got the computer. It was very valuable, but he still never let go. I asked him a lot of times to let go, so I had to pull him, and he would not let go. Finally I got him off. He fell and tripped. And he told my mom I threw him on the ground. But I did not. So I felt very bad. [Eg16fnw = 2nd text]

b. One day I was watching TV and my brother came down the stairs and turned the channel. I was mad at him, so I turned back. We kept doing that. I got so mad, I threw the remote at him. My mom came out and I got grounded. [Eg12fnw = 4th text]

c. Once I got in a fight with my friend and his friends were holding my arms back. And it was five on one. And I got them all in trouble. I did not get a referral. [Eg09mmw = 2nd text]

d. One day my friend was spending the night at my house. And in the morning we were playing a game, when I told her that I hated her. Now if I told her that, she would think that I was joking. But then she went back to her room, took all of her stuff and ran home crying. The next day when we were both outside she said, “Sorry about the fight we had yesterday.” And we were still friends. [Eg01fnw = 2nd text]
contrast, high-schoolers and adults relate to topics of social relevance from a more reasoned, cognitively anchored or objective point of view, taking into account possible causes and consequences of such states of affairs.

A major cut-off point in this respect emerges, as noted, between grade-schoolers in young childhood and high-school adolescents. This is clearly consistent with Piagetian and neo-Piagetian characterizations of cognitive and moral development (see Hersh et al. 1979; and see also references to this general developmental trend, and discussion of it in relation to “discourse stance”, in Berman et al. 2002, §§5.9). It almost exactly mirrors the stages of moral development articulated by Kohlberg (cf. Power et al. 1989:9–10), where our younger subjects are still at the Level I or “pre-conventional” phase of “avoiding breaking rules”, when “reasons for doing right” are defined as “avoidance of punishment and superior power of authorities.” These are exactly the attitudes expressed by a variety of children in our sample, regardless of their native language (as illustrated by the grade-school texts in examples (9–11)). In contrast, the adolescents in our population have typically progressed to a maturely principled level of socio-cognitive and moral development, of “being aware that people hold a variety of values and opinions, that most values and opinions are relative to your group”. This characterization is also illustrated clearly by the text of an Israeli high-school girl given in example 2. The following text from a Californian high-school boy also reflects this stance.

The primary cause for problems and conflicts between individuals today would stem from the lack of communication between people of varying viewpoints. Everyone is unique in their own way. Thus it comes as no surprise that people would have differing opinions on a variety of issues. The problem arises when we decide not to observe the other person's opinion with an open mind. Conflict arises out of someone not willing to listen to what the other has to say, as shown in the video during the scene in which the two boys fought. An unwillingness to listen can often escalate to both verbal and even physical aggression. An open mind and a desire to think the situation through rationally might possibly have prevented the confrontation from occurring in the first place. Therefore confrontation from conflict stems from a lack of communication and the unwillingness to analyze a different viewpoint. If we humans approached a situation more objectively without all our preconceived notions, then the world would experience far fewer conflicts. [Eh18mew]

This text gives overt lexical expression to the propositional attitudes focused on in this analysis in only two instances — those signaled by underlining. Nonetheless, it clearly demonstrates the relevance of this type of analysis to the more general domain of socio-cognitive and moral development.

Although we have identified a major cut-off point between grade-school and adolescence, the texts of the adults also differ from those of the high-schoolers in three respects. First, although by and large adolescents and adults express epistemic rather than deontic attitudes to much the same extent, only adults relate to the semantic dimensions of probability (as in English it is likely that, Hebrew yitraken) and of enablement (as illustrated in 6d, to the effect that "language allows us to do certain things").

Second, while high-schoolers use a broader range of modal expressions than grade-schoolers (e.g. not only English should, but also must and need to), it is mainly among the university-graduate adults that one finds a really rich and varied range of linguistic encoding of propositional attitudes. This is illustrated by the following examples from English and Hebrew adult texts.

Whether in the political, career, or interpersonal realm, discussions must be managed carefully in order to avoid the appearance of condescending or belittling judgement. Even with groups with significant differences in viewpoint … a polite civil discussion is key. This is a difficult goal, but is absolutely essential in preventing misunderstanding, conflict, and communication breakdown. [Ea05mew]
b. Open and thoughtful communication has the potential to reveal each person’s needs and desires to those with whom he or she interacts.  
[Ea07mew]

c. It is exhilarating to imagine a world devoid of class conflict, to picture a world in which the majority of the major problems did not fester. This ideal is not utopian, it is something concrete with the possibility of coming into fruition.  
[Ea08few]

d. ha-derex letafked be-matsav shel konflik mirenet le-limud yesh mispar draxim esharivot lifor beyot.

‘The way to function in a situation of conflict given to-learning [= is susceptible to study = can be learned]. Be [= there are] several possible ways to solve problems [= problems can be solved in several ways].’  
[Ha03few]

Only the adults in our sample make use of these kinds of predicating adjectives and nominalizations to express ideas that can also be encoded by the modal auxiliaries should, can, might. We found such formulations among the adults, but hardly at all before that, in each of our languages; and the examples occurred not only in expository texts, as in 16, but also in narratives, as in 17.

(17) a. Essentially we had planned to spend three weeks together, but she felt it necessary to leave for home after only a few days.  
[Ea07mew]

b. It was my argument … that the school had an obligation to rigorously enforce its own policies as well as ensure its own reputation.  
[Ea05fnw]

Third, only adults embed propositional attitudes in metalinguistic commentary — often in the context of mentalistic verbs — in a way that differs from anything one finds among school-children:

(18) a. I should clarify that I interpret conflict to be a negative term … I cannot believe that there is a single person of at least school age that does not see alternatives to conflict.  
[Ea02mew]

b. En ce qui concerne l’exclusion, j’ai pu remarquer qu’elle est très présente à tous les niveaux scolaires.

‘As far as ostracising is concerned, I could comment that it is very common at all levels of schooling.’  
[Fa03few]

The trends described in this section strongly support our prediction (§3.3) that, with Age, more linguistic forms will be recruited to meet earlier established functions in expressing propositional attitudes — and further, that a broader range of attitudes will find expression by means of linguistic forms established earlier. Moreover, we interpret this reliance on an expanded range of formal devices as indicating more than just the availability of a larger repertoire of advanced vocabulary, or of greater sensitivity to higher-register linguistic usages among the well-educated, very literate adults in our population. Rather, we suggest that they express a greater rhetorical flexibility than can be found among even the more proficient high-school subjects in our sample, and that this in turn reflects more multifaceted cognitive perspectives on the issues under discussion. This echoes earlier findings from the oral narratives of adults compared with children (Berman & Slobin 1994). Maturely proficient “thinking for writing” — to extend the idea proposed by Slobin 1991, 1996 on the relation between thinking and speaking — requires a combination of abilities: (a) the cognitive ability to adopt multiple perspectives on the situations that are verbalized; (b) linguistic command of an extensive repertoire of lexicogrammatical devices; and (c) rhetorical expressiveness, flexibility, and metalinguistic textual awareness in deploying these devices in extended discourse.¹⁰

4.3 Comparisons by language

As we had predicted, the usage of the youngest children clearly reflects the lexical forms and morpho-syntactic constructions favored by adult speakers/ writers for expression of obligation and possibility in their language. Thus the word should abounds in the texts of the English-speaking grade-schoolers, followed by can and could; their French peers use mainly il faut ‘it is necessary/desirable’ (plus an occasional devoir) and pouvoir ‘to be able’; Spanish grade-schoolers use either tener que or hay que ‘must’ for obligation,¹¹ and poder ‘be able’ almost exclusively for possibility; while Hebrew-speaking children rely almost entirely on two impersonal or “clause-external” modal predicates — tsairi ‘(it is) necessary to, it must be that’ for obligation, and eshar ‘possible’ for possibility.¹²

What emerges, as a relevant cross-linguistic distinction, is the difference between what we call “clause-external” vs. “clause-internal” expressions of propositional attitudes. (These terms are intended to avoid the terminological controversies and problems of semantic interpretation noted in the introduction.) Clause-external forms precede a clause which is syntactic complement (e.g. English it is necessary to help, it is possible that someone knows), while clause-internal forms come between a subject (if there is a surface subject) and before the verb (we have to help, someone might know). Among the languages in our sample, English favors clause-internal forms; but French and Spanish are
mixed, and Hebrew prefers "clause-external" modality, particularly in the context of expository discourse. These differences are evident from the youngest age, and it is only among high-schoolers, and especially among adults, that a range of other structural possibilities find expression. Thus English-speaking adults use an occasional it is possible, it may be necessary, which are clearly high-register, and more marked than the ubiquitous can and should. French high-schoolers and adults also increasingly replace il faut by expressions like être oblifié, il me semble nécessaire, l'essentiel est de..., and by the verb devoir for obligation; and they supplement the clause-internal use of pouvoir by employing it in passive constructions:

(19) tout conflit peut être évité 'any conflict can be avoided' [Fa16few]

Hebrew-speaking high-schoolers and adults rely very heavily on "clause-external" expressions, but they use a much wider range of forms than the children:

(20) nitan livxor be-derex azeret 'given = it is possible to-choose another path' [Ha03few]

(21) alexa lilm도 levater lif'amim 'it is incumbent upon-you [= one] to learn to give in sometimes' [Ha01few]

These patterns are supplemented by clause-internal SVO constructions:

(22) ha-natsav mexayev hinegamshut 'the situation obligates dissection' [Ha03few]

(23) ha-xahuka asuya lehakal 'the division (is) likely to facilitate' [Ha04new]

Cross-linguistically, the developmental shift we observe shows that, with Age, English speaker/writers move away from exclusive reliance on clause-internal modal auxiliaries for the expression of obligation and possibility. French subjects use a wider and rather different range of both clause-external and clause-internal forms than the children. Hebrew high-schoolers, and especially adults, abandon the exclusive use of clause-external forms (which they also vary lexically and semantically), and they include clause-internal forms reflected for agreement with a subject noun phrase. These trends are, we suggest, a result of other typological features of these languages, namely the status of "modal auxiliaries" and of impersonal constructions in the target language.

English alone, of the languages we examined, has a highly grammaticized, syntactically distinct class of modal auxiliaries, represented in our analysis primarily by can, could, may, might, must, and should. In morpho-syntactic terms, these do not directly parallel the corresponding expressions favored in the grade-school
texts of the other languages. We had predicted that the special status of modal auxiliaries in English, as a grammaticized subset of morpho-syntactic operators, might make them more accessible and hence more widely used than in the other languages. This was indeed what we found, markedly at grade-school age: English-speaking children express more of the propositional attitudes that we examined than children speaking the three other languages. Calculated as percentage of total clauses across the age-group, English-speaking children expressed some kind of relevant modality in almost one-quarter (24%) of the clauses in their written expository texts, compared with 13–16% in French, Spanish, and Hebrew. This can be explained by the relative salience of closed-class systems of items, which Talmy (2000:21) describes as "constituting the fundamental conceptual structuring system of language." It also reflects the psycholinguistically privileged status of grammaticized elements in development, as noted by Slobin 1997 — what he has called the "grammatically induced channeling of attention" (Berman & Slobin 1994:619). Like the case of grammatical aspect that Slobin considers, the relatively greater reference to propositional attitudes in the expository texts of English-speaking school-children can be attributed to the ready accessibility of "a rich repertoire of grammaticized notions [that] leads the child to explore the corresponding semantic/pragmatic domains" (1994:620).

The difference in the over-all amount of propositional attitudes given lexical expression in the expository texts by the English-speaking 9-year-olds compared with their peers in other languages, levels off by high-school age. The older Hebrew-speaking subjects differ in this respect from their English and French peers. All English high-school and adult subjects and nearly all French subjects (37/40 = 92.5%) use such expressions at least once in their expository texts. But among the Hebrew subjects, only 70% (28 out of 40) express these attitudes at least once in the essays they wrote about interpersonal conflict. This difference probably results from cross-cultural rather than linguistic factors. We note, very tentatively, that Israeli discourse has been characterized as relatively more "direct" than that of English-speaking Americans and Britishers as well as Germans (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989). Since modals typically serve as a means for hedging or lessening the commitment of speaker/writers to the contents of their statements or claims, Israelis might tend to formulate their statements more directly, as indicative propositions, rather than couching them in the more tentative terms of irrealis contingent possibilities.
4.4 Referential scope of propositional attitudes

Under this heading, as outlined in §2.2, we consider the semantics and pragmatics of how propositional attitudes are attributed to persons or entities, as encoded by the grammatical subject with which it is associated. In §3.2, we identified five types of subjects occurring with modal predicates, ranked from referentially specific, “agent-oriented” lexical noun or personal pronoun subjects to non-referential, non-specific, “propositional” subjects (like English it, this or French ce), whose scope of reference is an entire clause or sequence of clauses. Below we describe the breakdown of the different classes of modal referents.

Agent-oriented: Fully agent-oriented modality, predicating of a specific person, proved to be a clear differentiator between expository and narrative genres of discourse. In the expository texts in English, French, and Hebrew, obligations and abilities attributed to a volitional agent accounted for less than 5% of such modalities at all three Age groups. In contrast, these types of subjects occurred with modalized predicates on an average of two-thirds of the cases in the narrative texts, across the sample, in all three languages. This strong contrast is further evidence for the early emergence and clear linguistic marking of inter-genre distinctions across the languages in our sample (§4.1). There was also relatively less agentic orientation to propositional attitudes in the narrative texts as a function of Age (but recall that almost no grade-schoolers expressed propositional attitudes in their narratives). This lends support to the idea that mature texts are more divergent: Narrative-type incidentals, making reference to specific individuals, were included in several expository texts; and expository-type passages, expressing attitudes to general states of affairs, occurred in the narratives of older, mainly adult speaker/writers.

Generic: Propositional attitudes interpreted as having generic reference typically referred to class nouns with human reference, most generally in the plural (see Berman et al. 2002, §3), e.g. people, kids, teachers, with some cases referring to institutions, e.g. countries, schools. These lexical expressions were counted together with generic pronouns (English we, they, you, one; French on, nous; Hebrew anu ‘we’; ata ‘you’) — since it was not always possible to draw a line between these two categories of generic reference (e.g. in someone, anybody). Thus the expository text written by an English-speaking adult includes several types of generic subjects:

(24) No one can escape the reality…; one needs to be aware of…; people may be subjected to problems that…; one [= one person] may face a series of problems that…; others may face problems that… [Ea15few]

These texts contain rather less use of generic you as a non-personal pronoun:

(25) The more time you spend with a close friend, the more likely you are to become aggravated [Ea05few].

The differences in distribution of this type of reference for propositional attitudes were mainly between English and the other two languages. In all three Age groups, French speakers used generic subjects in around 30% of the cases where they expressed obligation and possibility, and Hebrew subjects did so around 20% of the time. In contrast, English-speaking grade-schoolers used this kind of generic reference — both lexical, e.g. people, kids, and pronominal, e.g. they, one — with more than 80% of their uses of the modals should and can. But this percentage drops markedly with Age in English, since the high-schoolers and adults use generic subjects far less than the children (42% and 33% respectively of all relevant propositional attitudes).

Consider next the kind of subject reference that was preferred by French and Hebrew subjects from the youngest age group on, and by English-speakers from high-school age up.

Impersonals: Use of impersonal reference — as in English it is necessary, there could be a need, French il faut, il me semble nécessaire, and Hebrew subjectless impersonals with modal operators like efshar, tsarî‘-revealed an interaction between developmental and typological factors. English speakers avoid impersonal constructions almost entirely (only 5% to 7% of all their propositional attitudes in all three Age groups); French children rely extensively on the impersonal construction il faut (63% of all grade-school expressions of obligation or possibility), but this usage drops to only 20% with high-schoolers and adults. Hebrew speakers show yet another pattern: They use subjectless impersonal constructions 80% of the time at grade-school age, but this goes down to two-thirds at high school, and to less than 20% among the adults. That is, English speaker/writers make almost no use of impersonal constructions to express modality, while French subjects show a mixed pattern, and Hebrew subjects prefer them through high school.

We explain these cross-linguistic differences as follows. In English, the salience and accessibility of a rich system of closed-class items for expressing “clause-internal” propositional attitudes, noted in the preceding section, accounts for the avoidance of impersonals. In French, speakers move by high-school age into decreased use of clause-external impersonal constructions, abandoning the earlier il faut for expressions like generic 26, or abstract 27.

(26) les professeurs devront avertir les élèves … ‘teachers must warn their students’ [Ho05few]
Finally, we calculated the proportion of the propositional attitudes that were embedded in passive voice constructions. These included constructions like English needs to be handled, must be resolved (see 1), or French conflit peut être évité ‘conflict can (to) be avoided’, Hebrew ha-beaya yexola liyot metsepet ‘the-problem can to be handled’. Such constructions perform the usual function of passives in downgrading agency and focusing on the patient undergoer (Keenan 1985). In the present context, they distance speaker/writers from the propositional attitude being expressed, freeing them from responsibility over the event predicated. Since nearly all these passive constructions are agentless, they are even less specific in reference than their active voice counterparts with impersonal or generic subjects (compare conflicts should be resolved vs. people should resolve conflicts; the problem must be addressed vs. one must address the problem).

Most such constructions occur in the adult texts, and they show a clear impact of target language typology. They account for up to 20% of all expressions of the relevant dimensions of propositional attitudes among the English adults, 9% of the French, and only 2% of the Hebrew. Rather than using passive voice, speakers of French, and especially of Hebrew, rely more on impersonal constructions for downgrading agency. This exactly reflects the differential degree of reliance on passive voice constructions in these languages, and the existence of other rhetorical options for achieving the same discourse functions (as delineated by Jisa et al. 2002).

5. Conclusions

The present paper reiterates certain key themes that have emerged across our study, as summed up by Berman & Verhoeven 2002. First, it underlines the early emergence of inter-genre distinctions noted there from a previously unexplored perspective. The marked quantitative distinction between expository and narrative texts in three different languages (with relatively little change across school-age, or from high-school to adulthood) in amount of linguistic encoding of the relevant propositional attitudes — as well as in the number of subjects expressing these attitudes — reveals that the domain of “modality and mood” can serve as a reliable criterial feature of non-narrative expository discourse. A second feature reiterated here is the shared developmental patterns evidenced in the expression of propositional attitudes across the three languages studied. These common developmental trends appear to outweigh the importance of target-language specifics in the lexico-grammatical forms of expression.
available to speaker/writers in the different languages. However, interlanguage and within-group differences warrant further investigation to test the effect of cross-cultural variation, on the one hand, and individual differences on the other. Developmentally, a crucial cut-off point emerges with respect to the types of attitudes expressed by high-school adolescents and young adults, as compared with grade-school children. The 9–10 year-olds focus on deontically prescriptive attitudes, compared with the more mature reliance on epistemic attitudes. Interestingly, this mirrors developments noted across this project for a similar cut-off point in quite distinct domains, such as the differentiation between spoken and written language (noted markedly by Strömqvist et al. 2002), types of subject nominals (Ravid et al. 2002), and text openings/closings (Tolchinsky et al. 2002). This suggests that it would be worth adding a fourth group of subjects to this analysis, the 12–13 year-old junior high-schoolers, on the assumption that they might constitute a bridge between the younger and older groups of children in our sample. Impressionistically, some pre-adolescents appear more like the younger children in this respect, and others more like the high-schoolers—suggesting that theirs might be a transitional stage.

Another major development was observed in the amount and quality of the linguistic forms of expression used in encoding propositional attitudes in this study. There is a clear age-related expansion in the range of forms used across the three Age groups we examined. The adults, in all three languages, use a far richer and more varied repertoire of modal expressions than any of the school-children. This reflects the general observation, across the articles in this collection, that more formal, higher-register language and deployment of an extended range of rhetorical options constitute the hallmark of standard, highly literate, educated usage, as exemplified by the adults in our study.

We hope to have shown that the lexical expression of propositional attitudes is a fruitful area for research into developing discourse abilities. The study reveals strong links between linguistic expression and general social cognitive development, which suggests that this domain merits further investigation. Possible extensions of the present study would be to examine the propositional attitudes expressed in conversational interchanges by even younger children, based on a semantic point of departure of the kind adopted in this study. Another direction for further research would be to extend the domain of this analysis to a full range of contingencies, hypothetical states of affairs, and irrealis modalities across the same data base. These might involve all types of future references, including conditional and subjunctive constructions, in cross-language and cross-modal perspectives, since the languages in our sample differ interestingly in these respects. (French, Hebrew, and Spanish have inflected infinitives, but English does not; English, like other Germanic languages in our sample, uses a “modal” type of auxiliary for future tense; English, French, and Spanish, but only marginally Hebrew, have productive periphrastic forms of referring to the future — with gonna, aller, ir respectively — and these are likely to be more frequent in spoken than written texts.) Another, complementary extension would be to analyse the expression of affective and evaluative attitudes (I don’t like it when people fight; it’s not nice to call people names), in order to provide further insight into the relation between propositional attitudes and moral development from late childhood across adolescence to adulthood in different countries. The development from subjective, personally centered attitudes to more cognitively anchored viewpoints could be explored by examining dimensions of epistemic modality that refer to mental states of belief, knowledge, and inference.

In sum, the present study supports the assumption that the topic of propositional attitudes is an important source of insight into the general domain of developing discourse abilities. Our study differs from the articles that precede it in this collection since it takes semantic content, rather than lexical items or grammatical constructions, as its point of departure. Thus it should provide a useful bridge, connecting the former, more bottom-up or local analyses to more global perspectives on development of over-all text construction abilities, as presented in the next two articles.
Notes

1. Subject ID's are specified by seven characters in square brackets, as follows:
   1. Language: (E = English, F = French, H = Hebrew, P = Spanish)
   2. Age group: (g = grade school, h = high school, a = adults)
   3. Subject number: (01 = the first subject interviewed in that age-group; 20 = the 20th subject)
   4. Sex of subject: (m = male, f = female)
   5. Text type: (e = expository, n = narrative)
   6. Modality: (w = written, s = spoken)

Thus [Eg05mew] = English-speaking, grade school, 5th subject, male, expository, written;
[Fh09fnwb] = French-speaking, high school, 9th subject, female, narrative, written;
[Ha12mesw] = Hebrew-speaking, adult, 12th subject, expository, written.

2. Our texts reveal these tendencies as clear rhetorical preferences, even though other alternatives are structurally available, e.g. English "it's possible, likely, necessary, Conversely, note Hebrew "clause-internal" jeladim t'rivto / yoasim ha'azer 'children must, pl / can pl.
to help = 'have to / are able to'. See further the analysis in §4.

3. In French and Hebrew, the verb meaning 'find' (trouver, linsto respectively) is often used as corresponding to English 'I think'.

4. This means that we exclude use of modals like English should, must, excepting their deontic sense of obligation or necessity. Examples of such a semantic extension to a more marked, epistemic sense are provided by adults' use of the French modal verb devoir in the following examples, both from narrative texts:
   Mes clés avaient dû tomber de ma poche
   'My keys must have fallen from my pocket' [Fs02mmwa]

   Je devais avoir quinze ou seize ans à cette époque là
   'I must have been 15 or 16 years old at the time' [Fu35mwd]

   Here the verb is used with the epistemic sense of deriving knowledge by inference (about the location of the keys, the narrator's age).

5. We avoid these terms in the present study, because of the different conventions and traditions of use associated with different schools of linguistic description — where "root" modality is sometimes defined semantically as contrasting with "epistemic" modality, and sometimes syntactically in terms of transitivity (Lyons 1977, 792). Modality is sometimes predicated of an individual, as "x" in SxVO "clause-internal" constructions, or sometimes clause-externally, as predicated of a proposition (as "x" in the construction "(it) be x + Clause".

6. None of the younger children, in grade school (and also a sample of those we checked from junior high school, aged 12-13), used the verb allow in a single text, but adults typically distinguished let, for permission, vs. allow, for something closer to enable.

7. Hebrew has two forms of the 1st pronoun 'we': anaxnu, the everyday word (of Biblical origin) — used for personal deictic reference as well as impersonally, and is the only form in young children's usage — vs. the more formal and semantically restricted anu (of Mishnaic origin), used with non-deictic, textual generic reference to audiences and readers.

8. To facilitate reading, we standardize punctuation, spelling, and conventional divisions into sentences in reproducing these texts in the present context. These do not always reflect the original versions in format, punctuation, spelling, or text segmentation, nor the forms in which they were transcribed.

9. A Hebrew example is given by a woman who talks about the need for awareness of interpersonal problems, coupled with psychological and social assistance and educational effort — since this yeafshet lexol exad me-i tanu lemanesil et ha-potential ha-yetsirati ha-tamun bo 'will-enable [= make it possible for] each one of us to realize the creative potential buried within him' [Ha02feway].

10. The different features characterizing maturely proficient expression of propositional attitudes, in a text written about interpersonal conflict, are reflected in the following excerpt from the expository text written by a Hebrew university student, a man majoring in graduate-level Humanities.

   "byavoy beyn anashim 'Problems between people'
   be-duni be nose z, avoket eva liftoas be-xaluka gam im melaxatit asher ha'azor li lehavriro.

   In discussing this topic, I wish to commence with a division, even though artificial, which will help me to clarify it.'

   alef — be-yavot inhereintiyot beyn anashim, bet — be-yavot mekomiyot o zmniyot asher ha-zman ve ha-makom yotimim, gmel — xilshek deot ve haakhafot ha-nitasim le-yishuv be-hidabrut ve hakara.

   'First — inherent problems between people, second — local or temporary problems which the time and place create, third — differences of opinion and points of view that given to-settlement [= that can be settled] by means of dialogue and consciousness.'

   dimoni ki shloshet ha-no'otim otam hizkarti mala melaxatim lefexot et rov panav shel nose klati ke 'byavoy beyn anashim.'

   '(It) appears to me that all three topics I mentioned above cover at least most of the facets of the general topic as "problems between people":

   ha-xaluka, lamrot heyota melaxatim, mefisheret lehakel ba dyun.

   'This division, despite its being artificial, enables [= makes it possible] to facilitate the discussion.'

   birtsoni lefaret kol nose ve nose be-nisfud. [Ha04mew]

   'In-my-wish [= I would like] to detail each particular topic in turn.'

11. This is complemented by use of forms like deber, necesitar among high-school students.
12. These two "modal operators" are typically non-inflected and occur in these two basic forms in 3SG masculine present tense. They can also be inflected; compare (a) with (b), and (c) with (d).

(a) ῥαρίων ὅφρος καὶ ἁλίσιμον
'must-to-stop ACC violence = people / one has to stop violence'

(b) ἁλίσιμον τρίων ὅφρος
'Violence(FEM) must.FEM.to.stop'

(c) ἐβαστο ὅφρος καὶ ἁλίσιμον
'(It is) (im)possible to stop violence'

(d) ἁλίσιμον ἠ βίτον ἐβαστο
'Violence(FEM) is (im)possible:FEM'

Hebrew also has clause-internal modal verbs that are inflected for number, gender, and tense:

(e) ἀναζησιμον ἀναμοναί τε'αντο
'people must.pt. to help'

(f) ἀναζησιμον ἀναμοναί τε'αντο
'people could.pt. to help'

These are used occasionally by the high-schoolers, but more often by adults for expressing obligation and possibility in the expository texts we collected.
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Text openings and closings in writing and speech

Autonomy and differentiation

Liliana Tolchinsky, Victoria Johansson and Anita Zamora
University of Barcelona (Tolchinsky) / Lund University (Johansson) / San Diego State University (Zamora)

The differentiation of text segments to fulfill specific discourse functions (e.g. to introduce a topic, or to state the time and place of a story), along with the definition of clear textual boundaries that set the text apart from the situational context, are two aspects of the configuration of a text as an autonomous semantic unit. This paper analyzes the opening and closing elements of narrative and expository texts to determine whether they function as well defined boundaries, and fulfill a specific discourse function with respect to the text as a whole. The population for this study consisted of 120 participants, 10 at each of the Age levels of grade school, junior high, high school, and university, yielding 40 participants in each of three target Languages: English, Spanish, and Swedish. The database included 480 texts divided by Modality (written vs. spoken) and Genre (narrative vs. expository). All text openings and closing were coded for POSITIONING, i.e. the framework used by speaker/writers to introduce or conclude the topic developed in their texts, and for FUNCTIONING, i.e. the role these elements play in the text. Results showed that, as texts become more “detached” from the situation in which they are produced, their component parts become more functionally differentiated. This process is described first in the openings of narrative and expository texts, and later in the closings of expository texts: narrative closings remain a problematic area of text construction for most speaker/writers in this study, in every Age group. These processes of detachment and internal functional specification of text components occurred earlier in writing than in speech. The cross-linguistic differences found in the study are related to different teaching practices, rather than to language specific features.